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Abstract: Ovarian cancer survival improves with accurate surgical staging, maximal tumor 

removal, and appropriate adjuvant chemotherapy. Therefore, survival is higher among patients 

managed by a gynecologic oncologist trained in these surgical techniques. Unfortunately, 

identifying patients preoperatively for referral to a gynecologic oncologist is often challeng-

ing, given that there are no definitive noninvasive diagnostic tests to triage patients with an 

adnexal mass to a surgical subspecialist. Inaccurate preoperative diagnosis of an adnexal mass 

frequently results in either unnecessary surgery for a benign mass or inadequate surgical stag-

ing for a malignant mass, with a subsequent negative effect on overall survival. Several recent 

tests have been investigated to improve the preoperative diagnosis of women presenting with 

adnexal masses. Cancer antigen 125 is the most commonly used serum marker for screening and 

monitoring of ovarian cancer, but is elevated in many benign conditions and falsely normal in 

50% of early-stage epithelial ovarian cancers. The relatively low sensitivity and specificity of 

CA125 has driven researchers to identify new biomarkers and algorithms to assist with triaging 

adnexal masses. A promising new biomarker, human epididymis protein 4, has been developed 

to monitor for recurrence of ovarian cancer. Three algorithms have also been developed, ie, 

risk of malignancy index, risk of ovarian malignancy algorithm, and OVA-1, which is the first 

diagnostic algorithm that combines multiple biomarkers for the purpose of triaging adnexal 

masses to be approved by the US Food and Drug Administration.
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Introduction
The American Cancer Society has estimated that 22,280 women in the US will be 

diagnosed with ovarian cancer in 2012 and that 15,500 women will die from this disease 

according to the Surveillance Epidemiology and End Results database.1 Ten percent of 

American women undergo surgery during their lifetime for an adnexal mass,2 result-

ing in over 200,000 exploratory surgeries annually, and 13%–21% of these masses 

are found to be malignant.3 Despite extensive research to improve the diagnosis of 

ovarian cancer, this disease continues to be diagnosed at a late stage (Federation of 

Gynecology and Obstetrics III–IV) in 65% of cases.

Unfortunately, only 30%–50% of women with ovarian cancer are appropriately 

referred preoperatively to gynecologic oncologists for complete staging and maxi-

mal cytoreduction (tumor debulking).3 This is problematic because overall survival 

is inversely correlated with the amount of residual tumor up to a certain threshold 

frequently defined as residual tumor nodules each with no more than one centimeter 

maximal diameter.2,4,5 Complete surgical staging and cytoreduction requires specialized 
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procedures that may include pelvic and para-aortic lymph 

node dissection, omentectomy, bowel resection, diaphragm 

resection, splenectomy, and complex tumor debulking. 

 Accurate staging is critical in order to identify patients who 

need adjuvant treatment and to prevent overtreatment of 

patients who can be followed with surveillance alone.

Referral to a gynecologic oncologist is important in 

order to achieve complete surgical staging and maximal 

cytoreduction and to provide appropriate chemotherapy. The 

goal of primary surgery for advanced-stage ovarian cancer 

is to achieve no visible disease. If complete cytoreduction is 

unlikely to be achieved primarily, patients are offered neoad-

juvant chemotherapy with the goal of reducing tumor burden 

to a resectable state and then performing interval maximal 

cytoreduction. Chemotherapy is tailored to an individual to 

achieve maximal benefit with minimal toxicity. There are 

many different cytotoxic and biochemical agents available 

and different methods of delivering the treatment, including 

intravenous or intraperitoneal delivery with varying dosing 

and scheduling. Therefore, a trained gynecologic oncologist 

should manage this complex disease.

The main challenge to identifying patients with high-risk 

adnexal masses preoperatively and correctly is the lack of 

definitive noninvasive diagnostic tests. Traditionally, cancer 

antigen (CA)125 has been used as the standard serum marker 

to evaluate an adnexal mass. Unfortunately, CA125 is not an 

ideal test due to a relatively low sensitivity, specificity, and 

positive predictive value. Nevertheless, the current criteria 

recommended by the Society of Gynecologic Oncology and 

the American College of Obstetrics and Gynecology for refer-

ral to a gynecologic oncologist is as follows: postmenopausal 

women with CA125 above normal, premenopausal women 

with CA125 above 200 U/mL, nodular or fixed pelvic mass, 

metastatic disease, ascites, or family history of breast or 

ovarian cancer.6

A recent study by investigators from the Mayo Clinic 

evaluated over 800 patients using the Society of Gynecologic 

Oncology and American College of Obstetrics and Gynecol-

ogy referral guidelines for patients with an adnexal mass 

including CA125 in addition to menopausal status, imaging 

and examination findings, and family history and concluded 

that the guidelines performed well for advanced-stage 

ovarian cancer, but performed poorly for identifying early-

stage ovarian cancer, especially in premenopausal women. 

 Looking at all stages, the guidelines were 93.2% sensitive 

and 59.9% specific for postmenopausal women, with a posi-

tive predictive value of 64.6%. Premenopausal women had 

a lower sensitivity of 79.2%, a specificity of 69.8%, and a 

positive predictive value of 39.6%. The guidelines were 

created to ensure that women with advanced ovarian can-

cer were correctly referred preoperatively to a gynecologic 

oncologist. Unfortunately, the guidelines frequently miss 

early-stage disease. In premenopausal women, sensitivity 

is 92.3% for late-stage disease and 55.6% for early-stage 

disease. In postmenopausal women, sensitivity is 98.3% for 

late-stage and 79.6% for early-stage disease.7 For this reason, 

there is a need for diagnostic tests to improve appropriate 

preoperative referral of women, especially premenopausal 

women with early-stage ovarian cancer, to a gynecologic 

oncologist.

Because of the limitation in standard triage criteria and 

testing, recent efforts have focused on the development of 

novel serum biomarkers and triage algorithms using these 

markers in an attempt to improve the accuracy of referral 

and maximize the proportion of women with ovarian can-

cer that are appropriately referred to specialty care. Novel 

biomarkers and algorithms have been developed for improv-

ing the triage of adnexal masses. These include the risk of 

malignancy index (RMI), human epididymis protein 4 (HE4, 

the Architect HE4 Test, Abbott Laboratories, Abbott Park, 

IL), risk of ovarian malignancy algorithm (ROMA), and 

OVA-1 (Vermillion Inc, Austin, TX and Quest Diagnostics 

Inc, Madison, NJ). A comparison of the tests with regard to 

properties, cost, and ease of use is given in Table 1.

Cancer antigen 125
CA125 is the most frequently ordered biomarker for triaging 

adnexal masses and is still believed by many to be the best 

single marker for diagnosing and monitoring ovarian cancer. 

CA125 is expressed by epithelial ovarian cancer and is not 

expressed by the surface epithelium of normal ovaries.

The sensitivity and specificity of CA125 for detecting 

ovarian cancer varies among different studies. Maggino et al 

examined the sensitivity and specificity of CA125 at various 

cutoffs.8 At a cutoff of 35 U/mL, CA125 had a sensitivity of 

78.3% and specificity of 82%. Increasing the cutoff to 65 U/mL, 

the sensitivity decreased to 71.7% and specificity increased to 

92.5%. A recent study published in 20119 found that using a 

CA125 cutoff of 88 U/mL, sensitivity was 88%, specificity was 

97%, the positive predictive value was 84%, and the negative 

predictive value was 99%. The reference value for CA125 

depends on the laboratory and is frequently reported to be 

normal if less than 21 U/mL or less than 35 U/mL.

A major diagnostic challenge is that CA125 lacks 

specificity and is associated with a high false positive rate. 

CA125 may be elevated in many benign processes,  including 
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endometriosis, pelvic inflammatory disease, pregnancy, 

and diverticulitis. CA125 also lacks sensitivity, so although 

CA125 is appropriately elevated in 90% of advanced epi-

thelial ovarian cancers, it is unfortunately not elevated in 

50% of patients who have early-stage ovarian cancer.2,10–12

It is important to note that the only indication for CA125 

testing approved by the US Food and Drug Administration 

(FDA) is monitoring for recurrence of ovarian cancer. Even 

a slight trend in rising CA125 can signify recurrent cancer. 

However, CA125 is often ordered for non-FDA approved 

indications (eg, screening or diagnostic work-up of an adn-

exal mass). In a study evaluating the indications for ordering 

CA125 tests, only 18% of patients had CA125 ordered for 

monitoring ovarian cancer, while 82% of patients had CA125 

ordered for non-FDA indications, including 15% of patients 

getting CA125 for preoperative evaluation of an adnexal mass 

and 67% of patients had CA125 inappropriately ordered for 

indications such as general screening.13

The use of CA125 and transvaginal ultrasound for screen-

ing the general population was studied in the Prostate, Lung, 

Colorectal, and Ovarian Screening Trial presented at the 

American Society of Clinical Oncology in 2011.14 This was 

a randomized, multicenter study of 78,216 asymptomatic 

women in the general population aged 55–74 years between 

1993 to 2001 who were randomized to undergo either annual 

screening with CA125 and transvaginal ultrasound or usual 

care and followed for diagnosis of ovarian cancer until 2010. 

This study concluded that screening with CA125 and trans-

vaginal ultrasound does not decrease the risk of dying from 

ovarian cancer and unnecessarily increases the number 

of false positives and unwarranted follow-up procedures. 

Therefore, CA125 is not used for screening the general 

population, but rather for diagnostic purposes for a known 

mass or surveillance of a known malignancy.

Risk of malignancy index
The RMI was developed with the goal of identifying patients 

at high risk of harboring an ovarian malignancy in order to 

triage patients accurately to specialty care. First described by 

Jacobs et al in 1990, RMI is the product of CA125 (U/mL), the 

ultrasound result (expressed as 0, 1, 3 or 4), and menopausal 

 status (1 if premenopausal and 3 if postmenopausal).15 This 

study concluded that RMI was effective for discriminating 

between malignant and benign adnexal masses, with a sensitiv-

ity of 85% and specificity of 97% using an RMI cutoff of 200. 

RMI over 200 was associated with 42 times the risk of malig-

nancy, while values less than 200 corresponded to 0.15 times the 

risk. RMI was adjusted by Tingulstad et al16 in 1996 (RMI II) 

and again in 1999 (RMI III).17 Ultrasound imaging was scored 

as one point for each of the following characteristics: septations, 

solid areas, metastatic disease, ascites, and bilateral lesions. The 

difference in the three scores is based on how U (ultrasound 

score) and M (menopausal status) are assigned:

•	 RMI 1 = U × M × CA125; ultrasound score of 0 is 

U = 0, score of 1 is U = 1, and a score of $2 is U = 3. 

 Premenopausal is M = 1 and postmenopausal is M = 3.

•	 RMI II = U × M × CA125; ultrasound score of 0 or 1 is 

U = 1, and score of $2 is U = 4. Premenopausal is M = 1 

and postmenopausal is M = 4.

•	 RMI III = U × M × CA125; ultrasound score of 0 or 1 is 

U = 1, and score of $2 is U = 3. Premenopausal is M = 1 

and postmenopausal is M = 3.

Several studies have compared these scoring schemes. 

Initial studies reported a higher specificity of RMI II compared 

with RMI I,16,18,19 but a more recent study published in 20119 

compared these three indices and CA125 in 182 women, and 

concluded that there was no statistically significant difference 

between the three scoring algorithms and CA125 in differen-

tiating between benign and malignant adnexal masses.

Table 1 Comparison of CA125, risk of malignancy index, risk of ovarian malignancy algorithm, human epididymis protein 4, OvA-1

CA125 RMI (cutoff 200) ROMA HE4 OVA-1
Triage test2,3,16,18–22,42

 Sensitivity (%) 72–88 71–92 53–73 (premenopausal) 
83–91 (postmenopausal)

93–94 85–99

  Specificity (%) 62–78 74–97 74–88 (premenopausal) 
66–85 (postmenopausal)

63–75 28–51

 PPv (%) 52–72 80–96 34 (premenopausal) 
74 (postmenopausal)

40–91

 NPv (%) 78–87 78–90 95 (premenopausal) 
93 (postmenopausal)

93–97

 Cost ($) 100 variable 200 100 650
 Ease Serum only Ultrasound required Serum only, calculate Serum only Serum only

Abbreviations: PPv, positive predictive value; NPv, negative predictive value; RMI, risk of malignancy index; ROMA, risk of ovarian malignancy algorithm; HE4, human 
epididymis protein 4.
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A comprehensive meta-analysis evaluating prediction 

models for preoperative assessment of adnexal masses was 

published in 2009.20 This paper identified 1277 publica-

tions and focused on 109 studies that met selection criteria. 

RMI I and RMI II were found to be the best predictors. When 

RMI = 200 was used, the sensitivity was 78% and specificity 

87% for detecting an ovarian malignancy. This large meta-

analysis concluded that RMI should be the model of choice 

for preoperative assessment of adnexal masses.

Several other studies have published similar results advo-

cating the use of RMI to triage adnexal masses. A Danish 

prospective study enrolled 1159 patients who were referred 

to a tertiary center including 251 patients with ovarian 

cancer and 74 patients with borderline tumors. Sensitivity 

and specificity of RMI were 92% and 82%, respectively.21 

A prospective multicenter Dutch study enrolled 548 women 

with adnexal masses and concluded that sensitivity was 81% 

and specificity 85%, with a positive predictive value of 48% 

and a negative predictive value of 96%. In The Netherlands 

at the time of this study, only 64% of patients with ovarian 

cancer were being operated on by a gynecologic oncologist, 

and this would have increased to 80% if an RMI cutoff of 

200 had been used.21,22 In Norway, 173 women were enrolled 

between 1992 and 1994 and using a RMI cutoff of 200, 

sensitivity was 80% and specificity was 92%.16 A Brazilian 

study enrolled 158 women between 1996 and 1998 and, 

using a lower RMI cutoff of 150, sensitivity and specificity 

were both 79%.23 In general, the quoted sensitivity of RMI 

is 71%–88% and specificity is 74%–97%.3

RMI is an accurate predictor of malignancy, and is reli-

able, cheap, readily available, and cost-effective.24 RMI has 

the potential to reduce the number of benign procedures 

performed when CA125 is used alone due to the high false 

positive rate of CA125.25 One of the main limitations of 

RMI is that the relatively low prevalence of ovarian cancer 

in the general population decreases performance of this test. 

Another limitation is that the RMI algorithm relies on sub-

jective interpretation of ultrasound imaging, which is highly 

variable. In practice, this test is rarely used and is replaced 

with tests that offer objective methods of quantifying the risk 

of malignancy for adnexal masses.

Human epididymis protein 4
HE4, a promising new biomarker, is a glycoprotein overex-

pressed by epithelial ovarian cancer. It is overexpressed in 

93% of serous, 100% of endometrioid, and 50% of clear cell 

(not mucinous) ovarian carcinomas. It was originally part of a 

panel of nine biomarkers studied in 1999 and was found to be 

the marker most highly overexpressed in ovarian cancer.26 The 

normal reference range of HE4 is less than 151 pM. Both the 

sensitivity and specificity of HE4 for epithelial ovarian cancer 

are relatively high at 93%–94% and 75%,  respectively.3 The 

HE4 enzyme immunoassay test kit (Fujirebio Diagnostics, 

Göteborg, Sweden) was cleared by the US FDA in 2008 and 

has been approved for monitoring recurrence or progression 

of epithelial ovarian cancer. In 2010, the Architect HE4 

(Abbott Diagnostics UK, Maidenhead, UK codeveloped 

with Fujirebio Diagnostics), an automated  version of the 

HE4 enzyme immunoassay test, was approved by the FDA 

for the same indications.

Several studies have reported that HE4 is a better marker 

compared with CA125 for diagnosing ovarian cancer.27,28 

In a study by Moore et al,27 preoperative CA125 and HE4 

were collected from 233 patients undergoing surgery for an 

adnexal mass. As a single biomarker, HE4 had the highest 

sensitivity of 72.9% (specificity 95%) for detecting ovarian 

cancer, especially stage I disease. Holcomb et al recently 

published a study comparing HE4 and CA125  specifically 

in 229 premenopausal women.28 In this population, 

85% of women had benign disease, 8% had epithelial ovarian 

cancer, and 7% had borderline tumors. The sensitivity of 

CA125 and HE4 for epithelial ovarian cancer detection was 

83.3% and 88.9%, respectively. The specificity of CA125 

and HE4 was 59.5% and 91.8%, respectively. Normal HE4 

ruled out invasive cancer in 98% of women with an elevated 

CA125.

Higher sensitivity of HE4 compared with CA125 specifi-

cally in premenopausal women results in better detection of 

early-stage ovarian malignancies and borderline tumors.27 The 

higher specificity of HE4 results in fewer abnormal results 

for benign conditions and, for this reason, HE4 is frequently 

used for monitoring purposes in recurrent ovarian cancer.29 

An increase in HE4 value of 25% higher than a prior value 

is considered to be a positive change, concerning for recur-

rence or progression because HE4 rises by at least 25% in 

60% of women with ovarian cancer relapse or  progression. 

HE4 remains constant in 75% of women without disease 

progression. For this reason, gynecologic oncologists are 

increasingly using HE4 specifically in the setting of monitor-

ing for recurrence. Nonetheless, it is important to note that 

the concept of early detection of biochemical recurrence of 

ovarian cancer, without symptomatic disease progression, 

has been called into question. There is no clear evidence that 

initiating treatment at the time of biochemical recurrence 

significantly improves overall survival and, on the contrary, 

early treatment may negatively impact quality of life.
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However, other studies have found similar performance of 

HE4 and CA125 with regard to diagnostic utility in triaging 

adnexal masses. In a 2012 study of 1218 patients including 

252 with ovarian cancer and 79 borderline ovarian tumors, 

specificity was 62.2% for CA125 and 63.4% for HE4 with 

a sensitivity of 94.4%.30 A retrospective study of 80 patients 

with ovarian cancer was presented at the American Society 

of Clinical Oncology in 2008. HE4 and CA125 had similar 

diagnostic potential, with HE4 correlating with clinical status 

in 76% of cases and CA25 correlating in 79% of cases.31 In 

general the two tests, CA125 and HE4, are felt to have similar 

diagnostic potential.

Risk of ovarian cancer malignancy
A more recently developed algorithm reported by Moore et al 

in 2009 is the risk of ovarian cancer malignancy (ROMA) 

that combines CA125 and HE4 and also takes into account 

menopausal status without relying on imaging findings.2 

A ROMA value is obtained using an online calculator that 

combines menopausal status, CA125, and HE4 levels. The 

objective of this study was to report the predictive value 

of ROMA to assess the risk of ovarian cancer in women 

with a pelvic mass. In this study, 12 sites enrolled 531 pre-

menopausal and postmenopausal women who were tested 

preoperatively for CA125 and HE4. There were 352 benign 

tumors, 129 epithelial ovarian cancers, 22 low malignant 

potential tumors, six nonepithelial ovarian cancers, and 22 

nonovarian cancers. ROMA stratified patients according 

to high risk and low risk, and correctly classified 93.8% 

of patients with epithelial ovarian cancer as being at high 

risk. In the postmenopausal group, sensitivity for epithelial 

ovarian cancer was 92.3% and specificity was 74.8%. In the 

premenopausal group, sensitivity was much lower at 76.5% 

and specificity 74.8%. This low sensitivity in premenopausal 

patients is one of the main shortcomings of ROMA. Another 

limitation of ROMA is the lower performance of this test in 

patients with early-stage compared with later-stage ovarian 

cancer. Of the 129 patients with ovarian cancer, eight were 

misdiagnosed using ROMA, including 5/8 (63%) who were 

stage I/II and only 1/8 (13%) who were stage III/IV, and two 

patients were unstaged. Furthermore, of the patients misclas-

sified as being at low risk, half of them had tumors of low 

 malignant  potential. Staging low malignant potential tumors 

is debatable, yet misdiagnosis of these patients preoperatively 

 hinders the opportunity to stage patients who may otherwise 

have undergone further staging.

In a prospective, multicenter National Institutes of Health 

trial, Moore et al enrolled 531 women and found that ROMA 

successfully identified 93.8% of patients with epithelial ovar-

ian cancer as being “high-risk” and identified 75% of patients 

with benign disease as “low-risk”,  concluding that ROMA 

is superior to RMI. However, ROMA was not as accurate 

in  predicting all-cause malignancy because 21% (3/14) of 

patients with nongynecologic malignancies and 25% (2/8) 

with other gynecologic malignancies were  misdiagnosed 

as being at low risk.2 In a multicenter trial that enrolled 

457 women, ROMA was compared with RMI, and ROMA 

had a higher sensitivity (94.3%) compared with RMI (84.6%) 

at a set specificity of 75%.32 For early-stage disease, ROMA 

had a sensitivity of 85.3% whereas RMI had a sensitivity 

of 64%.

The 2012 Danish Pelvic Mass study concluded that 

ROMA performs as well as RMI without the additional 

need for potentially subjective ultrasound evaluation. This 

was a large prospective study of 1218 women presenting 

with a pelvic mass and compared CA125, RMI, HE4, and 

ROMA.30 At a set specificity of 75%, RMI had a slightly 

higher sensitivity of 96% compared with the ROMA sensitiv-

ity of 94.8%. For a set sensitivity of 94.4% (corresponding to 

RMI 200), CA125 had a sensitivity of 62.2%, HE4 63.2%, 

ROMA 76.5%, and RMI 81.5%. Therefore, the authors of 

this study recommended that ROMA should be the first-line 

test for selecting high-risk patients for referral to a surgeon 

trained in oncology.

ROMA was also compared with CA125 in a 2011 study 

of 519 women with either ovarian cancer or a benign adnexal 

mass, or healthy women without any mass, and CA125 was 

still the best single marker to diagnose malignancy, but 

ROMA (with the addition of HE4) improved the diagnostic 

accuracy.33

Several studies have compared the diagnostic potential 

of ROMA between premenopausal and postmenopausal 

patients. A study of 104 Italian women with a pelvic mass 

concluded that ROMA performed highest in postmenopausal 

women but remained a challenge in premenopausal women. 

In the premenopausal group, there were 15 epithelial ovarian 

cancers, eight of which were correctly classified by ROMA as 

high-risk, with a sensitivity of 53.3%. In the postmenopausal 

group, there were 40 epithelial ovarian cancers, 33 of which 

were classified by ROMA as high-risk with a sensitivity 

of 82.5%.34 On the other hand, a Serbian study of 108 women 

compared ROMA between premenopausal and postmeno-

pausal women and found that ROMA correctly classified 96% 

of premenopausal women with a benign mass as being low 

risk. They concluded that ROMA is a useful test for exclud-

ing malignancy not only in postmenopausal women, but in 
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premenopausal women as well.35 This was a small study and 

concern remains about poorer diagnostic potential of ROMA 

specifically among premenopausal patients.

Several studies have compared ROMA with CA125 and 

HE4 alone and concluded that ROMA may not be superior 

to either biomarker alone. A 2011 study of 527 patients 

including 111 ovarian cancers concluded that, in cases where 

CA125 and HE4 are both known, ROMA is most useful when 

CA125 is elevated and HE4 is normal. When HE4 was ele-

vated, addition of ROMA did not increase sensitivity and only 

increased specificity by 3.2% compared with HE4 alone.36 

A study of 104 patients with a pelvic mass, including 55 epi-

thelial ovarian cancers, concluded that ROMA had excellent 

diagnostic potential, especially in postmenopausal women, 

but ROMA was not superior to HE4 alone. In this study, the 

calculated area under the curve for HE4 in postmenopausal 

women was slightly higher (0.94) than for ROMA (0.92) and 

was essentially the same in premenopausal women (0.77).34 

Similarly, a prospective validation study concluded that HE4 

was superior to CA125, but there is no benefit in combining 

both markers using ROMA in the clinical setting. Of the 

160 patients included in this study, there were 56 borderline 

tumors and cancers in general which included 29 epithelial 

ovarian cancers. HE4 and ROMA had a similar area under 

the curve (0.86 and 0.87), specificity (85.9% and 87.3%), 

and sensitivity (78.9% and 78.9%, respectively). Therefore, 

there was no benefit found for using ROMA compared with 

HE4 alone.37

OVA-1
OVA-1 is a relatively new and promising diagnostic algo-

rithm to triage women aged 18 years and older with a pelvic 

mass and a plan to proceed with surgery. This test is used by 

general gynecologists as a triage tool to determine the need 

for gynecologic oncology referral. OVA-1 combines imag-

ing, menopausal status, CA125, and four other biomarkers, 

ie, prealbumin, apolipoprotein A-1, β2-microglobulin, and 

transferrin.38 Approved by the US FDA in September 2009, 

OVA-1 is the first diagnostic algorithm that combines mul-

tiple biomarkers.39 OVA-1 is a test that is ordered and the 

score is reported as a single result that claims to be more 

reliable than any of the individual biomarkers alone. The 

OVA-1 score is reported as a number between 1 and 10, and 

a value considered to reflect a high risk of malignancy is 

$4.4 for postmenopausal women and $5.0 for premeno-

pausal women.

A prospective, multicenter, large-scale, pivotal, clinical 

trial published by Ueland et al evaluated 516 cases  comparing 

physician assessment with OVA-1.40 The addition of OVA-1 

to physician assessment improved sensitivity from 72.2% to 

91.7% for nongynecologic oncologists and from 77.5% to 

98.9% for gynecologic oncologists. Addition of OVA-1 

 correctly identified malignancies missed by assessment 

alone in 70% of nongynecologic oncologists and 95% of 

gynecologic oncologists. OVA-1 detected 76% of ovarian 

cancers that were missed by CA125. OVA-1 was predictive 

for both early and late stage cancers.

A second prospective multicenter trial recently published 

by Bristow et al validated the effectiveness of OVA-1 to diag-

nose ovarian malignancy compared with clinical assessment 

and CA125 among women undergoing surgery for an adnexal 

mass initially evaluated by a nongynecologic oncologist.41 

A total of 494 patients were enrolled including 65 women 

(13.2%) who were diagnosed with an ovarian malignancy and 

43.1% of whom had stage I disease. A sensitivity of 95.7% 

was reported for OVA-1 when combined with physician 

assessment. OVA-1 correctly predicted ovarian malignancy 

in 91.4% of early-stage disease, compared with only 65.7% 

using CA125. OVA-1 correctly identified 83.3% of malig-

nancies that were missed by clinical impression and 70.8% 

missed by CA125. The high negative predictive value of 

OVA-1 was confirmed in this study as 98.1%.

Bast et al recently reported a review of multiple biomark-

ers to triage adnexal masses3 and quoted the sensitivity of 

OVA-1 as 85% for premenopausal women and as high as 

96% for postmenopausal women with specificity of 28% for 

premenopausal and 40% for postmenopausal women. OVA-1 

also has a high negative predictive value of 94%–96% in low-

risk women, which makes this clinically useful in regards to 

triaging patients for referral to gynecologic oncologists. Due 

to increased sensitivity, OVA-1 may be elevated in situations 

where CA125 is normal and this leads to more referrals to 

gynecologic oncologists for patients who may have otherwise 

not been referred. Unfortunately, due to higher sensitivity 

with the goal of not underdiagnosing malignancy, there is 

also a resulting loss of specificity.

OVA-1 is useful for general gynecologists if there 

is equivocal concern for malignancy based on history, 

 examination, and imaging. If a gynecologic oncologist plans 

to operate for this mass, then an OVA-1 does not need to 

be ordered preoperatively because the intraoperative find-

ings and frozen section will determine if further staging 

is  necessary. OVA-1 can be used in addition to history, 

examination, and imaging, but should never be used as a 

primary screening test alone.39 The main limitation of OVA-1 

is the cost since a single test is $650. However, this upfront 
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financial cost must be  balanced against the potential negative 

impact on patient care and clinical outcome for those patients 

ultimately diagnosed with ovarian cancer that did not receive 

standard surgical intervention resulting from failure to refer 

to a gynecologic oncologist.

Other diagnostic biomarkers
There are several other serum biomarkers that are useful for 

triaging patients with an adnexal mass. Carcinoembryonic 

antigen is a protein that may be elevated in mucinous ovarian 

cancers or gastrointestinal cancers as well as other malignan-

cies that produce protein such as breast, pancreas, thyroid, and 

lung cancer. Carcinoembryonic antigen can also be elevated 

in benign conditions such as mucinous cystadenoma of the 

ovary, inflammatory bowel disease, pancreatitis, or pulmo-

nary infections. Cancer antigen 19-9 is another mucin protein 

that is sometimes elevated in ovarian cancers, although this 

marker is used more commonly to monitor gastrointestinal 

and especially pancreatic and gallbladder malignancies. 

Cancer antigen 15-3 can similarly be useful to differentiate 

between gynecologic and gastrointestinal, pancreatic, or 

breast malignancies. Alfa-fetoprotein, lactate dehydrogenase, 

beta human chorionic gonadotropin, and inhibin aid with 

diagnosing ovarian germ cell malignancies.12

The use of biomarkers to triage adnexal masses continues 

to be an active area of research. Some biomarkers that have 

recently demonstrated potential include osteopontin, meso-

thelin, lysophosphatic acid, haptoglobin, and transthyretin. 

However, most experimental biomarkers remain unavail-

able for commercial use until further studies demonstrate 

clinical benefit such as the markers discussed in detail in 

this paper.

Recommendations
In light of the studies evaluating various biomarkers and 

algorithms to screen for and monitor recurrence of ovarian 

cancer, several recommendations are suggested. Work-up 

of an adnexal mass should always include a patient history 

including family history, physical examination, and imaging. 

For screening purposes, we recommend transvaginal ultra-

sound and possibly computed tomography if there is concern 

for metastatic disease. If a generalist is working up a patient, 

and the patient has imaging or clinical criteria for surgery, 

then OVA-1 is indicated to triage referral to a gynecologic 

oncologist. If a gynecologic oncologist sees the patient pre-

operatively, there is no need for an OVA-1 or ROMA, but a 

CA125 can be considered as a baseline level in the event that 

the patient is subsequently diagnosed with ovarian cancer.
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